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ABSTRACT 
It is shown that the minimal resolution of a determinantal ring has the structure of an associative 
differential graded algebra. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let R be a commutative ring with a unit. For an R linear map q3 : R”‘+R”, 
Buchsbaum and Rim [4] defined complexes lK(A4@) of length m - n + 1, which 
are free resolutions of coker (/iq@) in case grade I,,(@) = m - n + 1, where I,(@) 
is the ideal generated by the (n x n)-minors of a matrix of @. Later Gover [6] 
was able to define a multiplicative structure on IK(Aq#) in such a way that 
IK(A”@) becomes an associative differential graded algebra and lK(Aq#) is a 
differential graded module over IK(A”@). Although the complexes have the 
right length m-n + 1, they are not minimal, except in the cases m = n or 
m = n + 1. Srinivasan [8] showed in her thesis that the Eagon Northcott complex 
of q3 [5] has a graded commutative and associative differential graded algebra 
structure in case R contains the rationals. This Eagon Northcott complex is a 
minimal resolution of coker (A”#) in case grade I,(@) =m - n + 1 and the 
entries of @ are in the maximal ideal of the local ring R. 
It is always possible to find a free resolution of R/I which has the structure 
of a differential graded algebra, for every ideal I in R. Buchsbaum and Eisen- 
bud [2] showed that the minimal resolution of R/Z has the structure of a graded 
commutative differential graded algebra, but this needs not to be associative. 
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Avramov [l] defined an obstruction to the existence of an associative differ- 
ential graded algebra on the minimal resolution of R/Z. We will show that there 
is an associative differential graded algebra structure on the minimal resolution 
of coker (A”@), without assuming that R contains the rationals as Srinivasan 
did. On the other hand our multiplication is not graded commutative if 
mrn+2. 
5 1. THE EAGON NORTHCOTT COMPLEX 
(1.1) DEFINITION. A differential graded algebra over R is a triple (l/d, *) 
where IL= a,“=, L, is a direct sum of R-modules and Lo=R and d: IL-rll is a 
differential, that is to say d is R linear and d2 = 0 and d(L,+ 1) c L, for all r. 
Furthermore there is an R bilinear map p : lL@lL+ lL such that 
d(a*b)=da*b+(- l)‘a*db 
for all a EL, and b E L,, where p(a, b) is denoted by a *b. We say for short that 
(U, d, *) is a DG algebra. If moreover the product * is associative then we say 
it is an associative DG algebra, ADG algebra for short. If * is graded commu- 
tative, that is to say 
a*b=(-l)“b*a and c*c=O 
for all aEL,and bcL, and CEL~~+~; then we say it is a graded commutative 
DG algebra, CDG algebra for short. 
(1.2) Let @ : F+G be an R linear map between free finitely generated R- 
modules of rank m and n respectively with m 2 n. 
SG is the symmetric algebra of G, it is a graded algebra SG = @S,G, we will 
give the elements of S,G degree 2t. We denote by DG the divided power 
algebra of G. DG is a graded algebra DG = @D,G, we will give the elements 
of D,G degree 2t. D,G is a free R-module with basis gl@l)+*.g,@.), where 
PI + ..a +p,,=t and gi,..., g,, is a basis of G. There is an isomorphism of 
graded algebras D(G *) = (SG);, the graded dual of SG. From now on we will 
denote (SG)$ by (SG)* and identify it with D(G*). AF is the exterior algebra 
of F. It is graded /IF= @AqF and the elements of AqF have degree q. The 
algebra’s SG, DG and AF are graded commutative and associative and 
AF*@SG is a bigraded algebra and one can view AF@(SG)* as a module over 
AF*@SG, see Buchsbaum and Eisenbud [3] for more details and proofs. The 
map @ : F+G is an element of Horn (F, G) which is isomorphic with F*@G. 
We identify F*@G with A’F*@S,G which is contained in AF*@SG. We 
denote this element by cq and it has bidegree (1,2), hence ci= 0. So the action 
of c$ on AF@(SG)*, which we will denote by d, is a map of a complex 
(AF@(SG)*, d). If we identify (&G)* with D,(G *) then we can write the 
action of d as follows. Let fit . . . , f, be a basis of F and yl, . . . , yn a basis of G *, 
dual to a basis gl, . . . . g, of G. 
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Define 
1 0 Di($d . . . J&p’) = if pi=0 Yl (QI)...y(qn) ifp.>() n I 3 
where 
1 
Pj if j#i 
4j" 
Pj-1 ifj=i 
AF is a AF* module. For y ERG* and f E AF we denote by rCf) the action of 
y on f. The map d is now equal to the map 
d:A”+P+‘F@Dp+l(G*)+A”+PF@DP(G*) 
n 
IlQf+-+ C Yi(~)ODiCa)* 
i=l 
It is possible to augment this complex by the term 
A”@ : A”F+A”G. 
The complex we get in this way is called lLy(@) by Buchsbaum and Eisenbud 
[3], we will denote it by (A, d), that means A, = A”G, A,, 1 = A”+“F@D,(G *), 
for 20. 
5 2.A MULTIPLICATIVE STRUCTURE ON A 
In the appendix of Northcott [7] a map o : A,+A,+, is defined for every 
choice of an element f;:,l\-.* Afi, with il < --a <i, of Al = A”F, such that 
da(x) =dcf, A ... Afi,)X- a(dX), 
where dcf,A n-e AAn) is an element of A”G, which is identified with R, and 
multiplication with x is the scalar multiplication. In other words there is a map 
P :A,QA,-+A,+1 such that d(x*y) = dx*y -x*dy, where we denote ~(x, v) 
by x*y, and where A,@A,*A, is the scalar multiplication with elements in 
AO= R. It is possible to extend this map to a graded map * : AQA-rA in such 
a way that (A,d, *) becomes an associative DG algebra. 
For any monomial a~ D,(G*) with a= yF’--.y,@“’ let 
m(a):=min {i\piZO} and M(a):=max {ilpi#O} 
and m(l)=n and M(l)=l. 
For x=l glA “.Ag,EAo and YEA, define 
x*y=y*x=Ay. 
For acA n’rF and b E A”+‘F define 
~k(~,b)=((y~-~~~..Ay,)(~))~((~,~...~Y~+,)(b))~A”+r+s+‘F. 
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We will denote JJ~-~A...A~~(u) by ~~~-~..*y~a. 
Let x=~~~E/~“+‘F~~,(G*)=A,+~ and ~=~@/~E/I”+~F@D,(G*)= 
=A,+ I where a and /3 are monomials. Define 
x*y= c (- l)(k+‘)‘yk(a, b)@a/3yk. 
M(/?)sksm(a) 
Extend * bilinearly to A@A+A. 
(2.1) PROPOSITION. The product * on A is associative. 
PROOF. Let a@ae/i ““F@D,(G*), ~@/~E/I”+VQD,(G*) and c@ye 
E/I”+‘F@D,(G*) with a, @ and y monomials. Then 
((N3a) *M3BN *(c@Y) = c (- l)(k+l)r(yk(a,b)~crSyk)*(c~y) 
MWsksMa) 
= c (_ p+ w c (-l)(‘+‘)(‘+S+l)Y,-l...Y1(Yk-,...ylaA 
W3~k-W M~Wsm@Syk) 
AYn . ..Yk+lb)Ay....Y~+lc~‘CISYYkY~~ 
Let A be this last expression. Now 
Is m(af3yk) 5 m(/?) I M(j?) I k. 
So II k. Hence 
Therefore 
A= c (- ~)(k+l)r+(l+I)(r+s+l)+(l-l)(r+l)y~~~ “‘ylaA 
M(B)~ksmW 
MrW~m(afl~k) 
This last expression we denote by B. 
In the same way one has 
(@a) *(@@B) *@GUY)) = 
c (-l)‘k+l’r+“+l)Syk_,...y~Ayn”‘yk+ly,-,”’ylbA 
W?YY/)=~~~(~) 
M(Y)SlSM/R 
AYII “’ yI+ Ic@ai%k??. 
This last expression we denote by C. 
The signs in the expressions B and C are the same, since 
(k+ l)r+(/+ l)(r+s+ 1)+(1- l)(r+ l)=(k+ l)r+(I+ 1)s (mod 2). 
Also the set of pairs (k, I) in the summations of B and C are. the same, since 
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implies Ilk, as we have already seen. Moreover 
Assume M(/3) I k and M(y) I 1 I k. Then M(/3yy,) I k. 
Further II m(apyJ implies 11 m(B). Thus if M(p)5 kl m(a) and M(y)5 
5 1 I m(a/3yk) then M(/3yy,) I k I m(a) and M(y) I 1 I m(a). 
The converse is proved similarly. This proves the associativity of the pro- 
duct *. 
(2.2) PROPOSITION. If XEA, and yeA, then 
d(x*y)=dx*y+(-l)‘x*dy. 
PROOF. There is nothing to prove if XEA, or y E&. If r= 1 or s= 1 then the 
proof is in Northcott [7] appendix. So we may suppose r12 and sz 2. Let 
x=a@aEA”+‘F@D,(G*) and y=b@j?EAn+SF@Ds(G*). Suppose a and /3 
are monomials. 
Let M=M(/3) and M = m(a). Then 
d(x*y)=d( ktM (-- l)(k”)‘yk(a,b)OaSy,)= 
= k!M (- 1p+ l)r f, y&a, b)@D&U-h) 
i=l 
= i i A(i,k), 
k=M i=l 
where 
Since Dk(a&) = a/3, the last summation is equal to 
i A(kk)+ k!M (-l)(k”)‘(y~y~-~~~~y~aAYn..~Y~+~b+ 
k=M i=l,i#k 
+(- l)‘+‘yk-l...ylaAy,...Yk+lYkb)~a~ 
k=M i=l,i#k 
+ *=i+, I(- l)“(yk-l...ylaAy,...ykb)~aS+ 
+(-l)(k’l)r’r’l(yk_,...~,aA~ n -~ydQ@aH + 
+(-l)(““)r’r’l(~~-l...ylaAy n . ..y.,,,b)@a/3 
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= i i A(i,k)+(-l)‘m+l)f(ym...ylaAy,...y,+Ib)Oa~+ 
k=M i=l.ifk 
+(-l)(M+‘)r+r+‘(y~-,...y,aAy n -** Yhf@OM 
=A, +A,+B, +B,, 
where 
A,= i k=M i;;,k (- l)‘k+l)f(YiYk...YlaAY,...Yk+lb)ODi(a~Yk) 
A,=(- l)‘m+‘)r(ym...y,al\y,...y,+,b)~~~ 
B,= ,f 
k=&j i-i+, (-l) 
(k+1)r+r+1(yk-,...ylaAy,...y,+~yj6)~~j(a~yk) 
Bz=(- l)(“+‘)r+r+‘(y~M_l...~,aAy ” -*yh,f6)@aj3. 
If i< k then yiyk- 1 . ..y.a=O. If ilk and Msksm then Di(a/?yk)=Di(a)/3yk. 
In the same way, if i> k then y,,... yk+lyib=O. If isk and Msksm then 
Di(afiyk) = ~D~(&yk. Hence 
k=M irk 
and 
B,= i C (-l)‘k”‘r’r’1(y~-~~~~y~~AY~~~~y~+~yib)~crD~(~)y~. 
k=M iak 
4&3a)*(WOB)= i (Yid3Q(~))*(~08)= 
i=l 
= i c (- l)(k+ l)(r-l)ykyi(a, b)@Q(a)/3y,. 
i=l MS kmm(D&)) 
Call this last expression C. 
If i#m then Q(a)=0 or m(Q(a))=m. If k>i then 
YkYi(a,b)=Yk-l’“Y1YiaAY,“‘Yk+lb=0. 
If kc m then &(a) = 0 hence 
= ; Jk C-1) ‘k+“‘r-l’+‘k-l’(~i~k_~“.Y~~A~ e”yk+lb)@Dj(a)& n 
+(- l)(m+l)(r-‘)+(m-‘)(y,~~~y~UAy,~~~Yk+,b)~~ m (Cr)j,?y m 
=A, +A,, 
since (k+ l)(r - 1) + (k - l)= (k+ 1)r (mod 2) and D,(a)/3y, = a/3. 
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Similarly one proves 
(- l)‘(a@a) *d(b@P) =B, + B2. 
This proves the proposition. 
(2.3) THEOREM. (A,d, *) is an ADG algebra. 
PROOF. This is a consequence of Propositions (2.1) and (2.2). 
(2.4) LEMMA. If m =n or m =n + 1 then (A,d, *) is also graded commu- 
tative. 
PROOF. If m = n then A has length one, so there is nothing to prove. Suppose 
m=n+l. Let a,beAi=A”F. Then (Y~-~...Y~~AY~...Y~+~~)E/~~‘*F~ 
r/l n+2Rn+’ =O. Hence 
O=Yk-I(Yk-*...YlaAYn...Yk+*b)= 
=Yk-l”‘y,aAy,...Yk+,b+Yk-*“‘ylaAy,...Yk+,Yk-,b. 
With induction one proves that 
yk(a,b)=y,-,...y,aAy,...~k+,b=(-l)k-1aAy,...~k+l~k-l...~lb. 
In the same way 
yk(b,a)=(-l)“-ky,...y,+,~k-,...~lbAa. 
Thus 
y/&,b)=(- l)k-‘aAy,...Yk+lYk-l...Ylb 
=(-l)k-l+nyn...~k+,~k-,...~lbAa= -~,#,a). 
Therefore 
a*b= i y/&b)@yk= - i )q@,a)Oy,= -b*a. 
k=l k=l 
Hence (A, *) is graded commutative. 
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